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The Newsletter of the Seattle Robotics Societ

Robots Wrestle Sumo-Style

by Karl Lunt

I

recently watched a video tape of a
two-day national robotics contest,
held in Japan around Christmas of last
year. The event boasted 140 entrants in
the radio-controlled division and 190
robots in the autonomous category.
Contestants fought a two-out-of-three
single elimination format, with the first
day reserved for weeding out the huge
field to a group of finalists.
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This contest gathered national media coverage of a level usually reserved
for the World Series or Olympics. Network sportscasters followed the robot
builders into their homes, gave lengthy
interviews on designs and strategies, and
supplied big-screen simulcasts of the
action to a packed auditorium.
The third annual AU-Japan Robot
Sumuo Tournament, held December 26
and 27 in Tokyo, Japan, pitted hundreds
of 3 Kg robots against each other in robotic sumo wrestling matches. One of
the contestants, Mato Hattori, kindly
collected pictures, newspaper clippings,
tournament rules, and essays about the
competition for distribution among
American robotic enthusiasts.
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Mato also video-taped and edited a
national broadcast of the event to show
the kind of action Japanese viewers got
to see first-hand. The announcers speak
Japanese throughout (except in one instance), so you have to fill in a lot of
blanks, but there is no mistaking the enthusiasm and excitement the contestants
feel.
Mato then video-taped his own
short program, describing the construction and operation of "Big TX"

Dohyo for Robot Sumo Competition

(means Big Texas), his entrant in the
Robot Sumo Tournament.
The tourament started out as a design contest for students of Dr. Chie
Kasuga, assistant professor at the
Sibaura Institute of Engineering in Tokyo. Last year, her students fielded
several entrants.
Fuji Software sponsors the contest
and the tournament offers a total prize
package of 4 million yen (over $30,000
US), divided equally among top finishers in both categories.
Last year's tournament even included a few American robots. Students
from University of California, Riverside,

entered robots that had won sumo
matches in the United States. The
Americans were eliminated in the first
day's competition, but their machines
performed well and they will surely be
back. I particularly enjoyed watching
the televised interviews with the Americans before the matches, conducted in
English with background Japanese
translation.
This tournament was a huge event
by any standard, but the idea that a robotics contest could garner 340 entrants,
two days of televised coverage, and
$30,000 in prize money seems
Please see Sumo p. 3
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Alchemy, Bonsai and Robotnugen

W

ho builds robots? I think of two
types who I label the Alchemist
and The Bonsai Gardener.
The first is the lone robot builder,
secretive, like an Alchemist in his dusty
laboratory, zapping obsolete microcontrollers, filing aluminum angle,
breathing soldering smoke, focused on
extracting that one secret that will make
robots practical. Believing no one else
shares his compulsion to transmute base
metals and semiconductors into
Cybergold, he must invent (and
reinvent) the mechanisms and circuitry
of his robots-alone.
Sometimes, when a robot is partly
done, they sense possibilities of fame
and wealth. Like a current it tugs at
them. It could happen, you know, a

A failed robot has its
lessons, too; in
molding machine,
builder is molded.
small flash of insight cascading through
improbable luck and hard work, seeking
to run over finally to that deep pool, the
resevoir of hardwon electromechanical
truths that make machines work. Call it
design elegance, or call it Robotnilgen,
but let this robot be the one that has
enough of it to fulfill the dream ...
Mostly the robot never gets
finished. In some cases that's just as
well. A failed robot has its lessons, too;
in molding machine, builder is molded.
It is the best education possible if you are
receptive to it. Being open can turn
failure into Serendipity, the good luck
that comes to those prepared for it
The Alchemist clings to his original
preconceptions of the process; in doing

so, he creates an adversarial relationship
with his robot. He forces the machine to
match his image of the Ideal Robot.
Images are illusion at best, so his efforts
will fail and he will not learn from that
failure. The Alchemist is not prepared to
fail, nor is he prepared for luck.
But how can you prepare for luck?
Regularly divest yourself of preconceived notions about what a robot
should be. This is the second robot
builder type, the Bonsai Gardener,
sowing ideas and encouraging growth.
Bonsai gardening is as much a
discipline as a technique. The Bonsai
gardener doesn't seek to wrest secrets
from the unwilling Universe; he
persuades potential to emerge. His
relationship to his creative work is that
of collaboration between creator and
created where design is a two-way
communication process. The Gardener
advances a hypothesis, the robot accepts
or refutes this hypothesis, the Gardener
reformulates, the robot reacts, and so on.
For him, building a robot is a process of
numerous course corrections, each step
small, purposeful. The Bonsai Gardener
will change as much as the tree in the
end, bending a twig to suit his will, but in
turn his will bending to suit the twig. For
the Bonsai Gardener, Robotnilgen is the
journey, not the goal.
The Robot-builder-as-gardener is
willing to share information with other
gardeners. Alchemists rarely share
secrets because they must work so hard
to mine them in the first place.
Gardeners know that ideas are meant to
be shared. If their ideas shape others'
gardens, so will those gardens reshape
them. Gardeners work for long term
gains, Alchemists work for the Big
Splash.
The differences in philosophical
outlook between Alchemic and Bonsai

approaches manifest in less
mystical/poetic ways, too. Gardeners
keep notebooks, not polished, but
complete-including failures. And they
share their notes with others often.
Alchemists rarely keep adequate
notes, and when they do they tend
toward such purposes as proving priority
in patent disputes. Their notes obscure
and deny failure. They won't share their
notes for fear of losing advantage.
A practical difference is the scale of
their projects. Alchemists prefer big,
risky projects that reek of individual
glory; instead of a mail delivery robot,
they prefer battlefield robot tanks,
idiosyncratic and incompatible with all
that has gone before.

Alchemists prefer
big, risky projects
that reek of personal
glory ...
Gardeners work incrementally, building
whole systems of carefully crafted
modules. Upgrading mail robots to
deliver meals in hospitals is more to their
liking than robot tanks. Compatibility
and teamwork are their hallmarks.
In truth, we all have both Alchemist
and Bonsai tendencies in us. Both can
serve useful functions. To be a
successful robot builder, you must find
the proper balance between the lonewolf Alchemist and the Bonsai
Gardener. When you achieve this
balance, you will know the bliss of
Robotniigen.
The Editor
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June Meeting Minutes

T

here were just a few empty seats
for the June meeting. In the past
there was poor attendance during the
summer. I hope we have enough space
this fall!
Mike gave an overview of the Yards of
Robots. We decided to charge five
dollars per person entry fee for as many
robots as you want. Here are the events:

Q

by Jeff Sandys

joints are nearby.

the big maze.

Saturday and Sunday at 1 PM is the
EPA cleanup contest. Two robots will
attempt to pick up ping-pong balls and
dispose of them properly. Tech talks will
follow.

Saturday and Sunday at 4:30 PM, the
Rapid Deployment Maze Contest Joystick controlled robots will move a pingpong ball to a hole at the maze center, a
la MIT engineering lab contest. First
one in wins. Three robots have signed
up.

Friday night 6 to 8 PM, contest and
event setup. Contest registration at
North Seattle Community College will
be Saturday and Sunday morning, or
preregister at the meeting.

Saturday at 2 PM, Concourse d'Elegance. Show off your robot, finished or
not, running or not, good looking or not
The exhibit will run all day and the
judging will be a 2 PM. We would like to
see one hundred robots and will attempt
to publish a document about all of them.
Yes, there will be Yards of Robots.

Saturday and Sunday 11 AM, line
follower contest. Follow the black
marker line on white butcher paper.
Four robots have entered to make three
attempts to follow the line from start to
finish.

Sunday at 2 PM, the two dollar
challenge. Just get your robot to move
eight feet, to a wall four feet away and
back again, on a bed of one hundred
pounds of popcorn kernels! Six robots
will ante up $2 per run, winner take all.

There will be time off for lunch after
the line follower contest. Food service
and an espresso bar are available on
campus, many restaurants and fast food

Saturday and Sunday at 2:30 PM, the
almost tenth annual Robots Thro The
Maze contest. Nine robots will make
three attempts each to find their way thru

Saturday till 10 PM, twiddling,
tweaking and frobing, practice runs,
programming and partying. Sunday
clean up by 6 PM, special awards to you
that help.
And in other meeting news, Bob
Nansel passed around a 95 ¢ 80188 STD
bus computer fr~m Radar. He discussed
the merits of Ammonium Persulfate vs
Ferric Chloride for etching p.c. boards.
Bob uses the MIC1426 to drive power
mosfet gates. Micrel has the parts for
$1.17. Since these parts will source up to
1.6 amps in spurts, Keith Payea uses
them as small motor drivers.
Bob also introduced a proposal to
Please see June Minutes on p .4

Sumo continued from .p. l

unbelieveable.
I will bring a copy of Mato's materials (including the video tape) to the
July SRS meeting. Be sure to attend;
this is a "must-see" tape.

Fuji Software, Inc.
1-10-10 Nishi-Kanagawa
Kanagawa-ku Yolwhama-city
Kanagawa 221 , Japan
Attn: Khoki Ohba

I want to thank Mato Hattori for the
boost he has given American amateur
robotics by collecting and translating all
this material. Thanks, Mato, and best of
luck in next year's competition!

Dr. Chie Kasuga
Sibaura Institute of Engineering
3-9-14 Sibaura Minato-ku
Tokyo 108, Japan

You can reach Mato at:

Q

Other names and addresses of interest:

Mato Hattori
2301 Pebble Vale #1912
Plano, TX 75075
email: hattori@conva.com

Steve Belinski
School of Engineering
University of California, Riverside
(No real address, but you should
be able to get the phone number
from information.)
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Discussions Focus on SRS Future

T

he SRS officers have met recently
to discuss the direction for our
society. Much of the discussion
concerned newsletter costs and the
question of memberships vs
subscriptions. We decided to eliminate
subscriptions. All who pay will be full
voting SRS members.
We brainstormed the purpose of the
society. After an hour we distilled our
ideas into four categories: demos,
seminars, networking and examples.

Public demonstrations
This was high on the list. Educating
the public about robotics is essential.
Included here are visits to schools and
creating a speakers service.

Seminars
We would like to see our society
recognized as the leader in Amateur
Robotics. This means holding contests
and conferences on local and national
level. Scholarships for deserving
students are another area a growing
society could support
Networking
The club should act as a conduit for
people and information. This is the
focus of the newsletter, the Bulletin
Board, our meetings and my favorite,
parties.
Examples
This would include a library of

by Lance Keizer

utonomous robots should avoid
harm and maintain themselves.
Contests are an opportunity to develop,
and a challenge to improve these
abilities.
Inidividuals could propose and
create a range of challenges:
Maze running is an excellent objectavoidance course. An edge avoidance
contest would be practical. Recognizing
low battery and recharging without
assistance is a contest I am investigating
fornext year.

Line following is a good sensor and
control exercise. A simple straight-run

circuits, devices and software that is
tried and true. The document of robots
exhibited at YOR is on this line. One of
our stated goals is to have the highest
percentage of built robots of any other
organization.
So how do you feel about these
goals? Bring your ideas to the next
meetings.
On August 3rd the Southern
California Robotics Society will have
their first contest. I will be there to
witness the activities. The San
Francisco Robotics Society has their
event on September 13th. We will see
how well these groups do as compared to
Yards of Robots.

June Minutes continued from p. 3

Spontaneous

A

by Jeff Sandys

Programmed course execution
could test all contestants with a path
which will be provided one hour before
the contest begins.
Our contests can become a Robot
Olympics designed to test basic standards, challenge old concepts, and
inspire new peurposes for robots.
What do you want your robot to do?
Divide this challenge into its individual
tasks. Break down these tasks if necessary until a reasonable challenge is
revealed. Create a contest based on this.
Brainstorm.

standardize sizes of p.c. boards used
in robots. He has developed some pino u ts for motor control and
recommends the 4 pin power supply
connector used on 5.25" drives. The
boards range in standard sizes from
the postage stamp size A card to
about a yard long 3F size for those
Yards of Robots. The three sizes I am
interested in are 3.09" x 4.5" (C),
3.09" x 6.68" (3B) and 4.5" x 6.32"
(D).
I will see you all at the next
meeting, July 18th. We will be discussing the items brought up by the
executive board, see the report elsewhere in the newsletter. I hope
everyone is happy with their mailing
label, I think all the expiration dates
are now correct If not please call me
at 546-8507 during the evenings.
Your Secretary,
Jeff Sandys
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HOMER/Bug Eyes

by Frank Jenkins, et al.

A Vacuuming Robot with Object Recognition Capabilities

H

OMER is an original design,
conceived as a proof-of-principle
automatic vacuum cleaner. It has an integrated front-mounted, retractable
beater-brush, a suction unit and a replaceable filter/collection bag.
HOMER is relatively compact, at
approximately 22" long, 17" wide and
17" high. However it is relatively dense
and weighs about 35 lbs. The base consists of two large (12" diameter) midfront mounted drive wheels with 11 degrees of negative camber, and two small
(4" diameter) castoring wheels at the
rear comers.

0

Since the front wheel centerline is
near the midpoint of the vehicle, and the
robot shape is roughly circular, the base

Two large "panic"
buttons on the robot
allow quick manual
shutdown
can be considered holonomic for path
planning purposes. The monocoque
chassis is a composite of aircraft-grade
plywood and fiberglass/epoxy.

Electronics

0

The primary control computer is an
on-board NEC V40-based Ampro board
with 512K of RAM and an on-board
1.44M floppy disk drive. The computer
is programmed in C++ and uses an Intel
8255 peripheral controller to generate a
custom 40-bit bus for interface to the
motor controllers and the sensors. Propulsion motor control uses two HewlettPackard HCTL-1000 motor controllers
providing proportional PWM control to

two CMOS H-bridge motor drivers. An
infrared remote-controller board and
custom sensor-processing boards also
communicate through the bus. Power is
provided by two independent 12 volt, 5
amp-hour Ni-Cad battery packs. One
battery provides power to the electronics, the other to the drive and
vacuwn motors. The electronics-motor
interfaces use optical couplers for complete isolation. All circuits are protected
with circuit breakers and/or fuses.

Control and Safety
A small handheld pushbutton controller similar to a TV remote control
allows remote activation, modeswitching and emergency stop, with a
control range of approximately 30 feet.
The remote unit also allows a limited
degree of teleoperation.
Two large "panic" buttons on the
exterior of the robot allow quick manual
shutdown. A yellow strobe light mounted on top flashes when the motor
circuits are active.

Sensors
Landmark identification and some
collision detection will be provided
using a ring of 12 Polaroid ultrasonic
sensors and 24 photocells. These are installed, but are not currently operational.
Two forward-looking ultrasonic sensors
and two reflective infrared sensors provide forward obstacle detection.
The entire robot is surrounded with
a "floating ring" bumper about 6" high.
The bumper has about 1/2" of compliance in all directions and its
movement can activate any of eight microswitches that detect the direction of
bumper displacement.
The vacuwn beater-brush can extend through the front of the bumper ring

and is equipped with a separate twopiece bumper.

BugEyes Vision System
The robot base will be carrying a
stand-alone object recognition system
called "BugEyes", a hardware neuralnetwork system modelled after the operation of complex insect eyes. In its
present state of development, BugEyes
can distinguish between a specific ob-

... BugEyes can
distinguish between
a specific object and
any other object. ..
ject and any other objects. The system is
implemented on a single 5" by 7" circuit
board. It uses a Texas Instruments
TC211 small image area CCD camera
(165 x 192 pixels), a Dallas Semiconductor DS5000 8-bit microprocessor
running at 16MHz, and an additional
128K data area RAM.

BugEyes Operation
The system has three operating
modes. In the "Learn Mode", the system builds a data base about an object
being imaged by the camera. During
learning, the robot points the camera toward the single object to be recognized.
The object must be imaged at all perspectives from which it will need to be
identified.
In the "Forget Mode" the robot
points the camera at other objects (that
are not to be recognized) and the system
selectively erodes the data base.
Please see Homer on p. 6
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Homer continued from

.p. 5

Finally, in "Recognize Mode" the vision
system will indicate whether it is looking
at the learned object, or at other objects.
The Learn and Forget modes take 20 to
60 minutes each, depending upon the
object and the number of perspectives.
However, recognition takes only a
fraction of a second.

The Competition
Our Stage One attempt will be a
random-walk with infrared sensors and
the the bumper ring detecting objects
and the robot responding accordingly. It
is not expected that the dead-reckoning
information provided by the wheel
motor-encoders will allow the robot to
build a reliable internal map of the

unstructured space.

HOMER Robot Team

In Stage Two, we will use the
"BugEyes" vision system during a second random walk. The system can
identify a broad range of real-world objects and we have yet to determine what,
if any, modifications might need to be
done to the competition objects. Since
the BugEyes system is a Yes/No singleobject recognizer we do not plan to participate in Stage Three.

Frank Jen/ans, JRL Consulting
P.O. Box 1289
Menlo Park, CA 94026
(415) 851-3475
Richard Prather
Palo Alto Homebrew Robotics Club
(415)494-1941

BugEyes Vlson Team
Brad Smallridge
San Francisco Robotics Society
567 Belvedere St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 550.()588

In Stage Four, we intend to demonstrate the unique characteristics and
flexibility of the the vision system and,
possibly, the vacuum-cleaning capabilities of the robot

Art Gaffm, Object Recognition Specialist

(415) 964-5634
Roger Gilbertson,Mondo-Tronics
(510) 351-5930

A Super Simple Li ne Follower

H

ere's a simple circuit that can be
used as the core of a line.
following robot It uses only two CMOS
ICs and it can be adapted for a variety of
uses, wherever two channels of pulsewidth modulation control are needed.
The Circuit

ICl is a CMOS version of the 555
timer. It is configured in the astable
mode and provides a steady stream of
triggering pulses to IC2 at about 2 kHz.
This frequency can easily be altered by
changing the value ofRl.
IC2 is a dual version of the 7555.
Both timer halves, configured as
monostables, generate variable-width
positive pulses at the frequency set by
ICl. The widths of these pulses on
PWMA and PWMB are controlled by
Photocelll and Photocell2, respectively.
The pulse lengths are proportional
to the photocell resistance. The more
light falling on a photoresistor, the lower
the resistance and the shorter the
resulting pulse; less light means more
resistance and longer pulses.

by Bob Nansel

Setup and Use
Suppose PWMA controls the left
motor of your robot, and PWMB the
right. Whenever Photocell2 receives less
light than Photocelll the robot will turn
to the left because PWMA will have a
lower duty cycle than PWMB.
Conversely, when Photocelll receives
less light, the robot will turn right. To

use the circuit as a line follower, you
simply mount Photocell I to track the
right side of the line, and Photocell2 the
left side of the line.
You will also need a source of
illumination; a small incandescent lamp
bulb shielded from and centered
between the photocells should do the
trick.
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Yards Of Robots Schedule of Events
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9am to 10pm
Saturday 25th
Events

END
TIME
9:00 am 10:15

Registration

Breakfast

Line Following

Line Following

1:00

Lunch

Lunch

1:50

EPA Cleanup

EPA Cleanup

11 :00

11 :50

11 :50
1:00 pm

11am to 6pm
Sunday 26th
Events

2:00

2:50

Technical Presentations

The $2.00 Challenge

3:00

3:50

SRS Grand Maze

SRS Grand Maze

4:00

4:50

Rapid Deployment Maze

Rapid Deployment Maze

5:00

6:30

Dinner

Cleanup and out by 6:00pm

6:30

7:30

Technical Panel

7:30

9:45

SIGs

9:45

9:55

Out by 10:00
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About the Seattle Robotics Society
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Contributors

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in
learning about and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and
amateurs, highschool students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers.
Our passion is the creation of cybernetic creatures that challenge the old
;.
definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon ::;
the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community College in room
1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet the
ir
gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us.
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Upcoming Events
SAS Meeting at NSCC, rm 1652, 10 :00 am .

July 14-16

AAAI robot contest in San Jose

July 24-26

SAS sponsors Yards of Robots competiton
and exhibition.

August 15

August SAS Meeting .

August2 1, 22, 23

2nd G.E.A.R. campout
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Mike Thyng
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Make

your check payable to:

Jeff Sandys
Seattle Robotics Society

•• • •• ·-····-;.-;.i:?.

~i~~;~;t~~;; ~; :e•.
Encoder, leave E-mail on the SRS
bulletin board :

Membership

~~~~:£~~~::::·BBS

Membership
$12 per year, February to February
(dues are prorated $1 for each month after February)
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Circulation
Jeff Sandys
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